Volt Linköping Election Manifesto 2022

Manifesto Linköping municipality council
A nicer urban environment
A city for the youth
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Manifesto Linköping municipality council
Linköping is an ever changing city and wants to continue being the city where ideas come true.
To continue to thrive also in the future we need actions that make our city nicer to its citizens.
Volt Sverige runs for election in Linköping municipality council (kommunfullmäktige) to make
Linköping a nicer and more futureproof city.

A nicer urban environment
For everyone to feel better in the city center we propose:
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●

Decreased speed limit in the inner city to 30 km/h with exceptions for major roads
without housing nearby in order to reduce emissions of small particles and lower the
risk of injury in case of road accidents

●

In cooperation with organizations representing disabled people, an investigation of
the city should be made to make it easier for all inhabitants to move around in the city

●

Shifting focus from cars to other means of transport in future city development. In car
oriented malls like Tornby there should not be more permissions for companies to buy
valuable farmland to build shopping centers. Expansion of Tornby/Kallerstad does not
lead to more trade but rather a more dead city center

●

Investigation of all rooftops owned by the municipality and its companies to see if it is
possible to install solar panels. If that is the case the municipality should finance the
installation of solar panels to contribute to a more sustainable production of
electricity and act as a role model for all house owners in the municipality.

A city for the youth
People are shaped by their youth. To guarantee a good start for the municipality’s youth we
propose:
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●

Activity allowance to all teenagers in the municipality, similar to health care
allowances(friskvårdsbidrag). The money shall finance a membership in football clubs,
board game fellowship, equestrian association or other association with youth
activities as well as the municipal music and culture school and is paid directly to the
organizations. Each teenager can only get one membership paid and it can not exceed
600 SEK a year

●

Prioritize the creation of municipal holiday work for youth. If there is a possibility for
the creation of meaningful work for youth by the municipality the possibility should be
seized. This is to give youth a stepping stone towards the labor market

●

Menstrual protection in restrooms of municipal services such as schools

●

GMake it free for people under the age of twenty to travel by bus within the municipal
borders

